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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: A bird’s-eye view of fishing boats at the ‘Shamlan Harbor’ in the Sharq district of Kuwait City. — KUNA photo

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) participated in
the career fair held at Gulf University for Science and
Technology (GUST) as part of its keenness to support
the efforts of qualifying national cadres while offering
them suitable job opportunities. This also comes as part
of KFH’s efforts in the
educational field to
support and encourage
Kuwaiti youths to work
at the private sector.

GUST President
Professor Donald Bates
applauded KFH’s par-
ticipation, and consid-
ered it essential for the
success of the annual
event. Bates added that
KFH is keen to encour-
age the recruitment of
Kuwaiti youths, and to
boost the labor market. He explained that this highlights
the fact that KFH is considered to be one of the most
important local and global economic entities that
assume a key role in the social and economic fields.

KFH takes part in most events held by GUST
throughout the academic year, and supports various
student groups and activities. KFH recently signed
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with GUST, in
continuation of the efforts to further provide a frame-

work for cooperation and
coordination, while boost-
ing a constructive con-
nection between the two
organizations.

It is worth noting that
the fair includes a wide
array of  pr ivate and
public sector companies
that offer jobs for new
graduates. Such events
al low the youth to be
aware of the privileges
and benefits of working
for various companies

that take part in the fair, in order to find a job that
suits their qualifications. In addition, the fair allows
those graduates to recognize the jobs required in the
labor market.
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KUWAIT: GUST President Professor Donald Bates honors KFH.

KISR strikes energy
deal with South
Korean firms
KUWAIT: Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR)
has partnered with a pair of South Korean companies as
part of its strategy to pursue projects related to alternative
energy, the independent organization said yesterday.

The agreement with KEPCO Engineering and
Construction Company and SAM UN aims to develop an
efficient solar energy system given the region’s soaring

demand for fuel, KISR’s direc-
tor general Dr Samira Omar
said after the deal was sealed.

The deal, which features a
series of planned workshops
and courses, allows KISR
and the South Korean com-
panies the chance to share
scientific research over alter-
native energy production,
she pointed out. Meanwhile,
Omar added that KISR is
eager to embrace clean ener-
gy sources, which include

solar and wind power, having conducted extensive
research in that field for the last three decades. —KUNA
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KUWAIT: Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research officials meet with the South Korean delegation. —KUNA

ABK celebrates
Mother’s Day
KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) celebrated
Mother’s Day in an initiative that aims to enhance the
bank’s relationship with its employees and customers and
to spread the joy of this occasion across its branches.
Mother’s Day gifts were presented to female staff mem-
bers and customers who visited the head office and the
bank’s branches on the day.

ABK marked the event in appreciation of mothers and
the vital role they play in building the family home, raising
children, and the daily encouragement given by mothers to
their children to guide their careers and build a future.

The bank also celebrated this occasion with the elderly
by sponsoring the Ministry of Social Affair’s Mother’s Day
event, which was held at the elderly home. The event aimed
to spread joy amongst senior citizens in the midst of a fun
ambiance with gifts distributed to elderly mothers on this
special day.

Commenting on this occasion, Fawzy Al-Thunayan,
General Manager of Board Affairs at ABK said: “It is our
pleasure to congratulate all mothers on their day and to
express our respect and appreciation to them for the
important role they play in raising good children and
building a family and therefore contributing to our society.
Our celebration to award female staff and customers is
made in an effort to recognize the sacrifices they make on
a daily basis to care for their children, who are the future
of Kuwait.” 

The Corporate Communications team also distributed
gifts to all female bank staff at the Head Office and
branches and took team photos which will be handed to
them as Mother’s Day memorabilia to remind them of the
important role they play in the society.

ABK is committed to social responsibility and respects
the sacrifices mothers make to come to work on a daily
basis while also ensuring the wellbeing of their families.
Events such as these reiterate the bank’s commitment and
gratitude towards its employees.


